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Projects
2015 No Kicker, Ruby fantasy football app with Backbone.js, nokicker.co - github.

{ Uses RosterSlot and PlayerContracts tables to relate players to teams in different
but interrelated ways.

{ Fetches and parses deeply nested data structures by using jBuilder and overriding
the parse method in backbone.

{ Wrote custom SQL queries to retrieve date across many tables.
{ Allows users to dynamically search the pool of players by name and position, imme-

diately filtering players without the need for a refresh.
2015 Orbit Game, JavaScript project, link - github.

{ Operates on a realistic model for gravitation following the law of inverse squares.
{ Offers sandbox and level modes.
{ Scales objects in levels so that they remain the same across screen sizes.

2015 Rails Lite, simplified version of Rails, github.
{ Implements many of the features made available by rails, such as parameter parsing,

and custom route creation.
{ Uses custom SqlObject class, that replicates insert, save, update, where methods

similarly to ActiveRecord, as well as relational functionality.
2014 Voting Behavior Survey, lab experiment written in z-Tree.

{ Allows players to interact in a game designed to gather data and test contemporary
theory about economically motivated political behavior.

{ Acquired funding to pay participants based on their actions in the game.
{ Carried out the experiment and gathered data from a group of 60 University of

Hamburg students

Technical Skills
Ruby, Rails, JavaScript, Backbone.js, jQuery, Python, LATEX, sql, html, css

Experience
2014 Editor, Atlantic Community, Berlin, Germany.

Wrote and edited articles for a community based policy website. Took over responsibility
for the monthly newsletter, wrote Python script to generate html for a block quote
that linked to a tweet form with the quote prefilled into the form.

Education
2015 App Academy, 12-week coding bootcamp, San Francisco.

Less than 5% Acceptance rate, with strong focus on coding style and best practices.

2011–2014 M. Sc. Politics, Economics, and Philosophy, Universität Hamburg,
Hamburg.

2006–2011 B. A. Philosophy, The University of Arizona, Tucson, GPA – 3.65.

1118 Folsom St – San Francisco, CA 94103
H (520) 955 7199 • B skinnerm@email.arizona.edu
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